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After China’s “Double Carbon” strategy was proposed to reduce energy and

consumption, the optimization of China’s energy consumption structure and

whether China’s coal consumption have already reached its peak once again

attracted attention. This paper uses the theory of system dynamics to build a

system dynamics model of coal consumption. Based on data analysis and the

grey prediction model, three categories and nine sub-scenarios are established

and the peak coal consumption is analyzed under each scenario. The results

show that: The peak of coal consumption in China can echo the strategic goal

of peaking carbon in 2030, which is in linewith the laws of reality. The economic

growth rate has the greatest influence on the coal consumption peak, followed

by industrial structure and coal consumption intensity, and the population

growth rate has the least influence. The SD3 scenario is the optimal path for

China’s future coal consumption development. Under this scenario, coal

consumption will peak at 437.8 million tons in 2027. If the future energy

consumption trend is close to the SD3 scenario, the socioeconomic growth

rate will slow down, the population growth rate will slow down, the industrial

structure optimization degree will be higher, and the intensity of coal

consumption will be lower. The coal consumption peak varies greatly

according to different development goals and transformation dynamics.

Under the constraints of the established peak time, the scenario of coal

consumption peak has a variety of combinations.
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1 Introduction

The fourth assessment report issued by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate

Change (IPCC, 2007) points out that more than 90% of the climate warming in the past

50 years may be caused by human activities, mainly the consumption of fossil energy such

as coal, oil and natural gas (2007). In September 2020, General Secretary Xi Jinping
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proposed that China would achieve a carbon peak by 2030 and

carbon neutralization by 2060. This goal provides direction

guidance and a grand blueprint for China’s response to

climate change and green and low-carbon development.

According to the World Bank, China surpassed the

United States as the world’s largest energy producer in 2009.

In 2018, China remained the world’s largest energy incremental

country, accounting for 23.6% of total global energy

consumption and 34.5% of net energy consumption growth.

At present, about 70% of China’s carbon dioxide emissions are

closely related to coal consumption (Liu et al., 2021). Actively

pushing coal consumption to its peak is important content and a

key step to promoting the transformation of energy structure and

achieving the goal of Double-Carbon. Energy consumption

peaked in the United States in 2007 and carbon emissions

peaked in the same year; energy consumption peaked in the

European Union in 2006 and carbon emissions peaked in the

same year (2020). The development experiences of European and

American countries confirm that the peak of energy

consumption is the premise of the carbon peak. The reality of

China’s energy structure shows that the peak of coal

consumption is a necessary condition for China’s energy

consumption to reach its peak, and the study of the coal peak

is of great significance to realize the goal of the Carbon-Peak.

The issue of peak projections has received attention from

researchers long ago, withMaggio and Cacciola (2012) projecting

the peak consumption of the world’s major energy consumption

categories. Li’s analysis of China’s response to the goal of peaking

coal consumption by 2030 Li conducted a factor decomposition

analysis of China’s goal to reach peak coal consumption by 2030

(Li and Qin, 2019), and Su used the optimal control and the

STIRPAT model to analysis a scenario of when China would

reach peak carbon emissions (Su and Lee, 2020). Li carried out a

factor decomposition analysis on China’s goal to achieve peak

coal consumption by 2030 (Li and Qin, 2019), and Su used the

optimal control and the STIRPAT model to conduct a scenario

analysis on when China’s carbon emissions peak (Su and Lee,

2020). Based on China’s coal consumption for carbon emissions

and economic development, Liu et al. (2019) discuss the pathway

to long-term low-carbon development from different

perspectives. The peak and time-to-peak coal consumption

determine the peak and time-to-peak carbon, and directly

affect the length, cost, and difficulty of achieving carbon

neutrality in China. At the same time, Wang et al. (2022)

research results show that coal prices in the carbon neutral

phase will also be affected accordingly. In 2013, China’s coal

consumption reached a historical peak of 424 million tons.

Influenced by factors such as economic slowdown and

adjustment of the energy structure, China’s coal consumption

began to decline in 2014, with total coal consumption falling by

2.9% year on year and negative growth for the first time in

15 years. As a result, some scholars and research institutions

believe that China’s coal consumption has reached its peak

(Wang and Li, 2017; Han et al., 2018). But there are still

many experts and scholars who prove through theoretical

research that 2013 is not the coal consumption peak in China.

The coal peak research group led by the coal branch of the China

Energy Research Association said that China’s total coal

consumption will reach the peak in 2020, and BP predicted

that China’s total coal consumption will reach the peak in 2030

(BP Statistical Review ofWorld Energy (2020)). Tollefson, Green,

and Stern believe that China’s carbon emissions will peak in 2025

(Tollefson, 2016; Green and Stern, 2017). Zhang et al. (2016)

believe that the peak of coal supply and demand in China will

occur around 2020. Since 2017, coal consumption has shown an

upward trend again. During the peak period of power supply and

heating in 2020, some areas will reappear the power restriction

situation. In 2021, China’s coal production and consumption

reached a record high. Many phenomena show that the

contradiction between energy transition and energy security

has been highlighted, clean energy is developing rapidly while

coal demand is still strong, and the fossil energy consumption is

still likely to rise. Therefore, for the sustainable development of

China’s economy, the scenario of economic, industrial, and

energy factors corresponding to the emergence of the coal

peak is worth in-depth study. As early as 2010 the academic

community has begun to pay attention to the issue of coal peak,

some scholars think that China’s coal consumption has reached

its peak in 2013 and 2014 (Wang and Li, 2017), but some scholars

think that China’s coal consumption has not reached the peak

yet. Lin and Li constructed a comprehensive prediction

framework of environmental governance based on the theory

that environmental governance forces the change of energy

structure (Lin and Li, 2015). It is found that under the

general intensity of environmental governance, China is

expected to reach the peak of coal consumption by 2023,

about 450 million tons. Hao et al. (2016) based on the

Environmental Kuznets curve (EKC) of per capita coal

consumption, the research show that the peak of coal

consumption may not be reached for a long time in the

future. Meanwhile, there have been many good quality

results and findings in the exploration of carbon emissions

in different sectors and industries in the field of environment

and climate change. In his study, Zhang et al. (2022) measured

and compared the potential for achieving carbon neutrality in

China’s building sector operations by 2060, as well as the

phenomenon of coal removal and low-carbon scenarios in

construction operations (Xiang et al., 2022). Wu and Niu

(2022) Explored the path planning model of China’s power

sector during the low-carbon transition period under the 1.5°C

temperature control target. From the perspective of cities (Liu

et al., 2022) and families (Sun and Wang, 2021), Liu and Sun

introduced the innovation role, governance performance

methods (Xia et al., 2022a) and impact regulation effects

(Xia et al., 2022b) under the carbon neutral target from the

institutional level. Li et al. (2022) built a model for carbon
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emissions of Chinese coal enterprises. Based on the above

research results and current research background, the

argument that coal consumption has reached its peak needs

to be updated. At the same time, previous studies did not

answer the specific question of China’s coal consumption

peak, nor did they give the scenario corresponding to the

peak. Based on the above research, this paper takes the energy

transformation and development under the goal of reaching

the “Peak Carbon” as the background, uses the theory and

method of system dynamics, and studies the coal consumption

that is the most concerned in China’s energy system as the

research theme. Under different development scenarios, when

and under what circumstances will China’s coal consumption

reach the peak, and expounds the corresponding economic,

industrial, energy, population structure, and combination

mode when the coal peak occurs, it updates and

supplements the original research on the development

prediction of China’s coal energy structure and coal

consumption, and puts forward policy suggestions to adapt

to the development scenario. Based on the above research, this

paper takes the energy transformation and development

under the goal of reaching the “Peak Carbon” as the

background and uses the theory and method of system

dynamics to study the coal consumption that is the most

concerned in China’s energy system. Study the question of

when and under what circumstances China’s coal

consumption will peak under different development

scenarios. This study clarifies the corresponding economic,

industrial, energy, population structure, and combination

patterns when the coal peak occurs, updates and

supplements the original development prediction research

on China’s coal energy structure and coal consumption,

and proposes policy recommendations to adapt to the

development scenarios.

2 Model construction and scenario
setting

2.1 Model construction

Coal consumption forecasting is a complex system

problem, which is influenced by many factors, such as the

economy, population, industrial structure, technological

progress, etc., System dynamics is an effective tool to study

complex systems and deal with high-order, nonlinear, long-

period, and multiple feedback (Zhang and Li, 2007; Li and

Yang, 2010; Mao et al., 2020). Therefore, it is widely used in

the supply and demand forecasting of energy systems.

The cause-and-effect diagram is drawn to describe

qualitatively the cause-and-effect relationship among the

system variables. The cause-and-effect relationship between

the variables in the diagram is represented by a symbolic

arrow, “+” represents positive correlation, and “−” represents

negative correlation. Through the concrete analysis of the

structure of the coal consumption system and the causal

relationship between the factors in the system, draw the

causal relationship diagram of the coal consumption

system, as shown in Figure 1.

The main feedback loops of the model include:

1) coal consumption→ + GDP→+industrial output value→ +

production energy consumption→ + coal consumption

2) coal consumption→ + GDP→ + technology input→-

industrial structure→ + industrial output value→ +

production energy consumption→ + coal consumption

3) GDP→ + technology input→-coal intensity→ + production

energy consumption→ + coal consumption→ + GDP

2.2 System dynamic flow diagram and
equation

According to the causality diagram and the analysis of the

properties of various variables in the system, the flow diagram of

the system is drawn. As shown in Figure 2.

The main parameters and functional equations of the

system dynamics model of coal consumption are in the

appendix.

In the process of model construction, the data comes from

authoritative databases and websites such as China Statistical

Yearbook, China Energy Statistical Yearbook, BP World Energy

Statistical Yearbook, and BP oil company website from 2001 to

2017. The system setting takes 2000 as the starting year, the target

year is 2017, and the step length is 1 year. The equations are:

Initial time = 2000; Final time = 2017; Saveper = Time step; Time

step = 1.

FIGURE 1
Causality diagram of coal consumption system.
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FIGURE 2
The dynamic flowchart of coal consumption system.

FIGURE 3
Scenario simulation of China’s coal consumption.
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2.3 Scenario parameter setting

2.3.1 Parameter setting of population growth
rate

According to the data from the National Bureau of Statistics,

China’s total population reached 1.4 billion at the end of 2019,

the birth rate decreased, and the growth of the total population

slowed down slightly. With the comprehensive promotion of the

Two Child Policy, China’s total population will continue to grow

in the coming period (2016). According to the National

Population Development Plan (2016–2030), especially from

2021 to 2030, China’s population development will enter a

key turning point (Zhou et al., 2017). By 2020, the total

population will reach about 1.42 billion. The total population

will reach a peak around 2030. Population growth rate is set as

shown in Table 1.

2.3.2 Economic development speed setting
In recent years, China’s economic growth has slowed down,

but it still maintains a high development speed. It is expected that

the growth rate of China’s GDP will decrease in the next few

years. Many institutions, experts, and scholars at home and

abroad have made predictions about China’s future economic

development. In the 13th Five-Year Plan and Energy Economy

Outlook 2030, it is mentioned that China’s average annual GDP

growth rate will steadily decline to 5% by 2030 (Hao et al., 2016).

The macroeconomic data analysis report released by the Institute

of the economics of Renmin University of China puts forward

that the GDP growth rate will remain in the target range of 5.5%–

6% in 2020, which can achieve the goal of doubling the GDP in

2020 compared with 2010 (RUC, 2020). Zhou (2019), the

Research Institute of the Bank of China, believes that China’s

economic growth in 2020 is necessary and can be maintained at

about 6%. The World Bank and the Development Research

Center of the State Council predict that under the condition

of stable economic operation, China’s economy will maintain an

average annual growth rate of 7% from 2016 to 2020, 5.9% from

2021 to 2025 and 5% from 2026 to 2030 (World Bank, 2013).

According to the prediction of the Macroeconomic Research

Center of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, the average

annual economic growth rate from 2021 to 2025 is 5.5%, and the

average annual economic growth rate from 2026 to 2030 is

4.876% (Li et al., 2020). According to the research data from

the Economic Prediction Office of the National Information

Center (Niu, 2016) and the Japan Economic Research Center

(2016), it is predicted that the growth rate of China’s economy in

the next 10 years will be much lower than that in the past

10 years, and the growth rate of GDP will be 4.00%–6.00%

from 2021 to 2030. Combined with the research results of the

above institutions and researchers and the current situation of

China’s economic growth, the average annual growth rate of

China from 2018 to 2035 is defined as three scenarios: high

growth rate, medium growth rate, and low growth rate, as shown

in Table 2.

2.3.3 Industrial structure setting
The industrial structure can reflect China’s economic growth

mode and the overall quality of the domestic economy. It is an

important indicator to measure the level of economic

development. China’s industrial structure is mainly divided

into three categories: the primary industry refers to

agriculture, forestry, fishery, and animal husbandry, the

secondary industry refers to industry and construction, and

the tertiary industry mainly includes transportation,

warehousing and postal services, wholesale and retail,

accommodation and catering, finance, real estate, and other

industries.

As is shown in Table 3, from 2008 to 2017, the proportion of

the primary industry gradually decreased from 10.5% to 8.4%,

and the proportion of industrial output value in the secondary

industry also showed an obvious downward trend, from 41.4% to

32.9%, and the construction industry showed a certain upward

trend, from 5.7% to 6.9%. In the tertiary industry, only the

transportation, warehousing, and postal industry showed a slight

downward trend, and the rest showed an upward trend.

For the industrial structure, the sum of the proportion of

each industry is equal to 1. This data combination is called

component data. In this paper, the Log ratio Transformation

Method can effectively eliminate the constraints of variable

prediction, and then create a prediction model for the

transformed variables to obtain the changing trend of each

variable after transformation, and finally restore the

prediction results of the original variables.

1) According to the Log ratio Transformation Method, the

component data X of the industrial structure (as is shown

in Eq. 1) is transformed into an unconstrained new variable Y

by Eq. 2, and the transformed results are shown in Table 4.

TABLE 1 Population growth rate setting under different scenarios.

Scenarios 2018–2020 (%) 2021–2025 (%) 2026–2030 (%) 2031–2035

Low growth 0.45 0.25 0.15 −0.25%

Balanced growth 0.50 0.30 0.20 −0.10%

High growth 0.55 0.35 0.25 0.05%
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Before the establishment of the model, the feasibility test is

carried out, and the level ratio test method is used to judge the

interval in which the level ratio meets (e−2/(n+1), e2/(n+1)).

X � {∑7

i�1xi, 0<xi < 1} (1)

X � {yi � ln
xi

x7
, i � 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; j � 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} (2)

2) The Grey Prediction GM (1,1) model is used to simulate and

predict the time series data Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4, Y5, and Y6 after

Log ratio Transformation from 2009 to 2017. The significance

test and posterior difference test are carried out for the

simulation results, as shown in Table 4. The modeling

accuracy p0 of the grey prediction model is greater than

90%, and the posterior difference C is less than 0.35. All

models have passed the test, and the prediction effect is good.

The test results are shown in Table 5.

3) According to the predicted values of Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4, Y5, and

Y6 from 2018 to 2035, use Eq. 3 to calculate the proportion of

output value of each industry in GDP, to obtain the future

trend of China’s industrial structure, as is shown in Table 6.

The predicted results comply with the relevant provisions of

TABLE 2 GDP growth rate under different scenarios.

Scenarios 2018–2020 (%) 2021–2025 (%) 2026–2030 (%) 2031–2035 (%)

Low speed 5.50 4.80 3.90 3.40

Medium speeds 6.30 5.60 4.70 4.20

High speed 7.10 6.40 5.50 5.00

TABLE 3 China’s different industrial output value as a proportion of GDP in 2008–2017.

Year Primary industry Secondary industry Tertiary industry

Proportion of
agriculture,
forestry,
animal
husbandry
and fishery
X1

Industrial
proportion
X2

Proportion of
construction
industry
X3

Proportion of
transportation,
storage
and postal
industry X4

Proportion of
wholesale and
retail,
accommodation
and catering
industry X5

Proportion
of
financial
industry
and real
estate
industry
X6

Proportion
of
other
industries
X7

2008 0.105 0.414 0.057 0.054 0.098 0.107 0.165

2009 0.105 0.413 0.059 0.051 0.103 0.103 0.167

2010 0.099 0.396 0.065 0.047 0.103 0.116 0.172

2011 0.096 0.401 0.066 0.046 0.106 0.119 0.167

2012 0.095 0.400 0.067 0.045 0.107 0.12 0.166

2013 0.094 0.388 0.069 0.044 0.11 0.123 0.173

2014 0.092 0.375 0.069 0.044 0.112 0.129 0.179

2015 0.089 0.362 0.071 0.044 0.116 0.132 0.186

2016 0.087 0.341 0.069 0.044 0.116 0.147 0.195

2017 0.084 0.329 0.069 0.044 0.117 0.151 0.206

TABLE 4 Relevant data of new variables after Logratio Transformation
of component data from 2008 to 2017.

Year Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6

2008 −1.371 −1.985 −2.036 −1.439 −1.351 −0.919

2009 −1.369 −1.946 −2.091 −1.39 −1.386 −0.907

2010 −1.387 −1.806 −2.132 −1.345 −1.224 −0.834

2011 −1.429 −1.801 −2.164 −1.331 −1.214 −0.878

2012 −1.437 −1.779 −2.185 −1.317 −1.204 −0.878

2013 −1.417 −1.734 −2.176 −1.258 −1.152 −0.809

2014 −1.405 −1.693 −2.143 −1.207 −1.065 −0.742

2015 −1.404 −1.636 −2.108 −1.142 −1.01 −0.668

2016 −1.366 −1.593 −2.048 −1.077 −0.842 −0.559

2017 −1.365 −1.561 −2.011 −1.033 −0.778 −0.468
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China’s industrial structure upgrading policy. It is

expected that the proportion of output value of China’s

primary industry will fluctuate on a small scale and the

proportion of output value of the secondary industry will

decrease significantly and the proportion of tertiary

industry output value will show an overall trend of

gradual increase.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Xi � eYi

1 +∑6

i�1e
Yi
, (i � 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)

X7 � 1

1 + ∑6
i�1e

Yi

(3)

When setting the industrial structure parameters under

different scenarios, it is necessary to take the total proportion

of the financial industry, real estate industry, and other industries

as the proportion of other industries. From 2018 to 2035, China’s

industrial structure is set as industrial, balanced, and service-

oriented, as shown in Table 7.

2.3.4 Coal consumption intensity setting
This paper selects the coal consumption and output value

of China’s primary industry, secondary industry, and tertiary

industry from 2008 to 2017, and calculates the coal

consumption intensity of each industry. It can be seen

that the coal consumption intensity of China’s primary

industry, secondary industry, and tertiary industry shows

a downward trend from 2008 to 2017, in which the change

TABLE 5 Residual test and posterior test of grey prediction model.

Variable Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6

Modeling accuracy po 98.39% 98.57% 97.20% 97.24% 94.24% 90.09%

Posterior difference C 0.018 0.017 0.032 0.031 0.061 0.095

TABLE 6 Change trend of China’s industrial structure from 2018 to
2035.

Year X1 X7 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6

2018–2020 0.081 0.320 0.075 0.042 0.123 0.158 0.201

2021–2025 0.074 0.291 0.081 0.04 0.132 0.173 0.208

2026–2030 0.07 0.27 0.087 0.039 0.139 0.184 0.211

2030–2035 0.066 0.253 0.094 0.039 0.145 0.191 0.212

TABLE 7 Industrial structure setting under different scenarios.

Industry 2018–2020 2021–2025 2026–2030 2031–2035

Proportion of agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry and fishery Industrial 0.083 0.079 0.075 0.071

Balanced 0.081 0.074 0.070 0.066

Service-oriented 0.079 0.069 0.065 0.061

Industrial proportion Industrial 0.325 0.301 0.280 0.263

Balanced 0.320 0.291 0.270 0.253

Service-oriented 0.315 0.281 0.260 0.243

Proportion of construction industry Industrial 0.078 0.084 0.090 0.097

Balanced 0.075 0.081 0.087 0.094

Service-oriented 0.072 0.078 0.084 0.091

Proportion of transportation, storage and postal industry Industrial 0.041 0.038 0.037 0.036

Balanced 0.042 0.040 0.039 0.038

Service-oriented 0.043 0.042 0.041 0.040

Proportion of wholesale and retail, accommodation and catering industry Industrial 0.120 0.122 0.129 0.135

Balanced 0.123 0.132 0.139 0.145

Service-oriented 0.126 0.142 0.149 0.155

Proportion of other industries Industrial 0.353 0.376 0.389 0.398

Balanced 0.359 0.382 0.395 0.404

Service-oriented 0.365 0.388 0.401 0.410
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range of coal consumption intensity of primary industry is

small, the coal consumption intensity of the secondary

industry and the tertiary industry changes greatly. As

shown in Table 8.

The Grey Prediction GM (1,1) model is established to

predict the coal consumption intensity from 2018 to 2035.

According to the impact of future technical levels and energy-

saving and emission reduction policies, the coal consumption

intensity is divided into three scenarios: high energy-saving,

medium energy-saving, and low energy-saving, as shown in

Table 9.

2.4 Scenario design

Based on the parameter setting of influencing factor

indicators above, this paper sets China’s development

scenario from 2018 to 2035 into three categories according

to the economic growth, industrial structure, coal

consumption intensity and population growth rate driving

coal consumption, they are Conservative Development (CD),

Optimized Development (OD) and Strengthened

Development (SD). Three sub-scenarios are set under each

major development scenario (2016), the specific development

scenario setting is described in Table 10 below. Among them,

OD2 sub-scenario is the benchmark scenario. With reference

to China’s current development situation, medium population

growth, medium GDP growth, continuation of the current

industrial structure and coal consumption intensity decreases

slightly.

3 Simulation and analysis

3.1 Model consistency test

In order to test the goodness-of-fit between the model and

the real system, this paper mainly uses the existing historical data

and simulation results to test the error. In this paper, three main

indicators are selected: gross domestic product (GDP), coal

consumption of the secondary industry, and total coal

consumption. The initial inspection year is 2000, the end year

TABLE 8 Coal consumption intensity data of various industries (Unit: 104 tons/100 million CNY).

Year Coal consumption intensity
of primary industry

Coal consumption intensity
of secondary industry

Coal consumption intensity
of tertiary industry

2008 0.0469 1.7751 0.0310

2009 0.0471 1.7514 0.0298

2010 0.0559 1.7245 0.0398

2011 0.0392 1.4404 0.0230

2012 0.0462 1.6022 0.0337

2013 0.0462 1.5421 0.0314

2014 0.0464 1.4116 0.0269

2015 0.0454 1.3383 0.0243

2016 0.0462 1.2320 0.0213

2017 0.0456 1.1044 0.0169

TABLE 9 Coal consumption intensity setting under different scenarios.

Industry 2018–2020 2021–2025 2026–2030 2031–2035

Primary industry High energy-saving 0.039 0.038 0.036 0.034

Medium energy-saving 0.044 0.043 0.041 0.039

Low energy-saving 0.049 0.048 0.046 0.044

Secondary industry High energy-saving 0.975 0.830 0.690 0.530

Medium energy-saving 1.025 0.880 0.740 0.580

Low energy-saving 1.075 0.930 0.790 0.630

Tertiary industry High energy-saving 0.015 0.013 0.01 0.008

Medium energy-saving 0.017 0.015 0.012 0.010

Low energy-saving 0.019 0.017 0.014 0.012
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is 2017, the time step is set to 1 year, and the inspection period is

18 years. The goodness-of-fit test results of the coal consumption

system are shown in Table 11.

The test results show that the relative error between the

simulated value and the historical value is within 9%, and the

trend of the predicted value is basically consistent with the

historical trend. The goodness-of-fit test results of other

variables in the model are high and close to the actual

situation. Therefore, the coal consumption system

dynamics model in this paper can be used to predict and

analyze the future coal consumption trend through the

goodness-of-fit test.

3.2 Prediction results and analysis

3.2.1 Peak prediction results
In the system dynamics model of coal consumption peak, the

parameters set in nine sub-scenarios are input for simulation

operation respectively, so as to obtain the coal consumption data

TABLE 10 Description of development scenario setting.

Scenario Economic development Industrial structure Coal consumption intensity Population growth

Conservative development CD1 High speed Industrial Low energy-saving High growth

CD2 High speed Balanced Medium energy-saving High growth

CD3 High speed Service-oriented High energy-saving High growth

Optimized development OD1 Medium speed Industrial Low energy-saving Balanced growth

OD2 Medium speed Balanced Medium energy-saving Balanced growth

OD3 Medium speed Service-oriented High energy-saving Balanced growth

Strengthened development SD1 Low speed Industrial Low energy-saving Low growth

SD2 Low speed Balanced Medium energy-saving Low growth

SD3 Low speed Service-oriented High energy-saving Low growth

TABLE 11 Test result of historical value and simulated value of model (unit: 104 tons).

Year GDP (billion) Coal consumption of
secondary industry
(104 tons)

Total coal
consumption (104 tons)

Historical
values

Analogue
values

Error Historical
values

Analogue
values

Error Historical
values

Analogue
values

Error

2000 100280 100280 0.00% 122344 123088 0.61% 135690 136802 0.82%

2001 110863 111311 0.40% 131951 135806 2.92% 144528 148888 3.02%

2002 121717 124668 2.42% 139556 148857 6.66% 152283 162180 6.50%

2003 137422 140875 2.51% 166735 174323 4.55% 180587 188336 4.29%

2004 161840 162006 0.10% 192437 196961 2.35% 207561 211620 1.96%

2005 187319 189547 1.19% 225370 228063 1.20% 243375 245557 0.90%

2006 219439 224613 2.36% 239162 239294 0.06% 255066 254623 −0.17%

2007 270092 269536 −0.21% 256818 248493 −3.24% 272746 264199 −3.13%

2008 319245 316705 −0.80% 266177 253455 −4.78% 281096 268645 −4.43%

2009 348518 364211 4.50% 280524 282227 0.61% 295833 298007 0.73%

2010 412119 424306 2.96% 330459 318195 −3.71% 349008 337086 −3.42%

2011 487940 500681 2.61% 327012 312184 −4.53% 342950 328456 -4.23%

2012 538580 570776 5.98% 391958 392694 0.19% 411727 413206 0.36%

2013 592963 627853 5.88% 403968 412864 2.20% 424426 433870 2.23%

2014 643563 687499 6.83% 391411 411015 5.01% 411614 432011 4.96%

2015 688858 749374 8.78% 376528 391203 3.90% 397014 412258 3.84%

2016 746395 813071 8.93% 363980 378074 3.87% 384560 399206 3.81%

2017 832036 878117 5.54% 366213 388303 6.03% 385723 408730 5.96%
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under nine sub-scenarios. The specific coal consumption data are

shown in Table 12 below.

The simulation results of China’s coal consumption from

2018 to 2020 are given in the form of the trend chart above.

As shown in Figure 3 the peak value and occurrence time of

China’s coal consumption under the above nine coal

consumption development scenarios are shown in

Table 13 below.

1) Analysis of coal consumption peak in China

The peak of China’s coal consumption occurred in the

CD1 scenario, reaching 6.343 billion tons; the OD1 scenario

took the second place, reaching 5.762 billion tons; the third is

the coal consumption peak under the CD2 scenario, which is

5.687 billion tons; the fourth is the peak of coal under

SD1 scenario, with a value of 5.221 billion tons; the coal

consumption peak under OD2 scenario is 5.21 billion tons,

ranking fifth; the sixth is the coal consumption peak under the

CD3 scenario, with a value of 5.084 billion tons; the coal

consumption peak under SD2, OD3 and SD3 scenarios is less

TABLE 12 Simulation results of China’s coal consumption scenario (unit: 104 tons).

Year CD1 CD2 CD3 OD1 OD2 OD3 SD1 SD2 SD3

2018 437325 427842 418441 437325 427842 418441 437325 427842 418441

2019 465842 445623 425756 464707 444539 424721 463573 443454 423686

2020 495618 463327 431884 491996 459946 428737 488386 456575 425599

2021 511973 476701 442452 504502 469753 436013 497098 462869 429633

2022 527769 489375 452200 516242 478701 442353 504900 468199 432664

2023 542895 501247 461033 527125 486707 447682 511719 472504 434640

2024 557239 512211 468855 537058 493689 451929 517489 475727 435516

2025 570686 522163 475571 545951 499566 455027 522144 477816 435253

2026 584388 533566 484799 554918 506700 460433 526763 481034 437154

2027 596828 543701 492758 562524 512499 464531 529996 482913 437765

2028 607869 552443 499331 568671 516874 467241 531781 483401 437042

2029 617381 559668 504406 573267 519742 468490 532066 482451 434944

2030 625235 565261 507876 576230 521028 468210 530805 480027 431442

2031 629948 567816 508364 576238 519485 465179 526830 475024 425451

2032 633009 568721 507207 574711 516434 460670 521489 468698 418184

2033 634298 567863 504296 571574 511807 454621 514745 461020 409614

2034 633695 565127 499525 566756 505540 446972 506569 451962 399718

2035 631081 560401 492790 560191 497570 437668 496936 441504 388479

TABLE 13 China’s coal consumption peak and its related indicators.

Scenarios Peak value
(104 tons)

Occurrence time
of peak
(year)

GDP (100 million
CNY)

Proportion of
secondary industry
(%)

Coal consumption
intensity of
secondary industry

Population
(100 million)

CD1 634298 2033 2372920 36.40 0.694 14.77

CD2 568721 2032 2253480 35.30 0.676 14.75

CD3 508364 2031 2138030 34.20 0.658 14.72

OD1 576238 2031 1952960 36.80 0.758 14.63

OD2 521028 2030 1865300 35.70 0.740 14.60

OD3 468490 2029 1778500 34.70 0.718 14.57

SD1 532066 2029 1648560 37.30 0.818 14.50

SD2 483401 2028 1581200 36.30 0.796 14.47

SD3 437765 2027 1513980 35.30 0.774 14.44
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than five billion tons. To sum up, t the order of peak coal

consumption in China from largest to smallest is Scenario

CD1, OD1, CD2, SD1, OD1, CD2, CD3, SD2, OD3, and SD3.

2) Time analysis of coal consumption peak in China

The peak of China’s coal consumption first occurred in the

SD3 scenario in 2027; under the SD2 scenario, the coal

consumption peak occurs in 2028; the coal consumption

peak under SD1 and OD3 occurs in 2029, second only to

the SD2 scenario; in the fourth place is the OD2 scenario, and

the coal consumption peak appears in 2030; the occurrence

time of coal peak under OD1 and CD3 scenarios is 2031,

ranking fifth, slightly later than OD2 scenario; under the

CD2 scenario, China’s coal consumption peak appears in

2032; the coal peak under CD1 scenario appears in 2033,

the latest. To sum up, the time sequence of peak coal

consumption in China is SD3, SD2, SD1 (also od3), OD2,

OD1 (also CD3), CD2, and CD1.

3.2.2 Comprehensive analysis of prediction
results
1) Conservative development scenario

CD scenario includes three sub-development scenarios: CD1,

CD2, and CD3. The economic growth and population growth of

the three sub-scenarios remain high, while the industrial

structure and coal consumption intensity are different in

different sub-development scenarios. Under the CD1 scenario,

the industrial structure is industrial and the coal consumption

intensity is low energy-saving; under the CD2 scenario, the

industrial structure is balanced and the coal consumption

intensity is medium energy-saving; under the CD3 scenario,

the industrial structure is service-oriented and the coal

consumption intensity is strong energy-saving. The peak value

of China’s coal consumption under the conservative

development scenario is shown in Figure 4.

As can be seen from Figure 4, none of the three sub-scenarios

under the conservative development scenario can reach the coal

consumption peak before 2030. Under the conservative

development scenario, the coal consumption peak of the

CD1 sub-scenario is the highest, reaching 6.343 billion tons, and

the coal consumption peak occurs at the latest in 2033. The

occurrence time of coal consumption peak in CD2 and

CD3 scenario is earlier than that in CD1 scenario, but the coal

consumption is much less than that in CD1 scenario, 656 million

tons and 1.259 billion tons lower respectively. The coal consumption

of CD1, CD2, and CD3 sub-scenarios increased by 45.04%, 32.93%,

and 21.49% respectively from 2018 to the peak level, and the coal

consumption in 2035 decreased by 0.51%, 1.46% and 3.06%

respectively compared with its peak level. Under the

CD1 scenario, before reaching the peak of coal consumption, the

growth rate of coal consumption is the largest, followed by the

CD2 scenario and CD3 sub-scenario.

Under the conservative development scenario, analyze

several main parameters when each sub-scenario reaches the

peak of coal consumption: under the CD1 scenario, the coal

consumption peak will be reached in 2033, the GDP will be

237 trillion CNY, the proportion of the secondary industry will be

36.4%, the coal consumption intensity of the secondary industry

will be 0.694, and the population will be 1.477 billion; Under the

CD2 scenario, the coal consumption peak will be reached in 2032,

with a GDP of 225 trillion CNY, a proportion of 35.3% in the

secondary industry, a coal consumption intensity of 0.676 in the

secondary industry and a population of 1.475 billion; Under the

CD3 scenario, the coal consumption peak will be reached in 2031,

FIGURE 4
Coal consumption and growth trend in China under conservative development scenario from 2018 to 2035.
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with a GDP of 214 trillion CNY, the proportion of the secondary

industry is 34.2%, the coal consumption intensity of the

secondary industry is 0.658, and the population is

1.472 billion. When the coal consumption peak is reached

under the conservative development scenario, the GDP of the

three sub-scenarios is generally high, the proportion of the

secondary industry and coal consumption intensity is reduced,

the optimization of industrial structure is obvious, and the degree

of population growth is small. The GDP, proportion of the

secondary industry, coal consumption intensity, and

population of CD1 scenario is the highest, which is not

different from that of CD2 and CD3 scenarios.

2) Optimized development scenario

OD scenario includes three sub-development scenarios:

OD1, OD2, and OD3. The economic growth and population

growth under the three sub-scenarios maintain a medium speed,

while the industrial structure and coal consumption intensity are

different in different sub-development scenarios. Under the

OD1 scenario, the industrial structure is industrial and the

coal consumption intensity is low energy-saving; Under the

OD2 scenario, the industrial structure is balanced and the

coal consumption intensity is medium energy-saving; Under

the OD3 scenario, the industrial structure is service-oriented

and the coal consumption intensity is strong energy-saving. The

peak value of China’s coal consumption under the optimized

development scenario is shown in Figure 5.

Under the optimized development scenario, the gap between

the coal consumption peak of the three sub-scenarios is small.

The coal consumption peak of the OD1 scenario is the highest,

reaching 5.762 billion tons. The coal consumption peak occurs at

the latest, in 2031. The occurrence time of coal consumption peak

in OD2 and OD3 scenarios is earlier than that in OD1 scenarios,

in 2030 and 2029, with the peak values of 5.21 billion tons and

4.685 billion tons respectively. It can be seen that the optimized

industrial structure and low coal consumption intensity are

conducive to reducing the peak of coal consumption and the

arrival of the peak of coal consumption in advance. From 2018 to

the coal peak, OD1, OD2, and OD3 sub-scenarios increased by

31.76%, 21.78%, and 11.96% respectively, and the growing gap

between sub-scenarios narrowed. In 2035, coal consumption

decreased by 2.78%, 4.50%, and 6.58% respectively compared

with its peak level. The decline of coal consumption under the

OD3 scenario was the largest, followed by the OD2 scenario and

OD1 sub-scenario, and the decline was much higher than that

under the conservative development scenario.

Under the optimized development scenario, several main

parameters when each sub-scenario reaches the peak of coal

consumption are analyzed: under the OD1 scenario, the coal

consumption peak will be reached in 2031, the GDP will be

195 trillion CNY, the proportion of secondary industry will be

36.8%, the coal consumption intensity of secondary industry will

be 0.758, and the population will be 1.463 billion; under

OD2 scenario, the coal consumption peak will be reached in

2030, with a GDP of 187 trillion CNY, a proportion of 35.7% in

the secondary industry, a coal consumption intensity of 0.740 in

the secondary industry and a population of 1.46 billion; under the

OD3 scenario, the coal consumption peak will be reached in

2029, with a GDP of 178 trillion CNY, a proportion of 34.7% in

the secondary industry, a coal consumption intensity of 0.718 in

the secondary industry and a population of 1.457 billion. When

the coal consumption peak is reached under the optimized

development scenario, the GDP of the three sub-scenarios is

relatively high, the proportion of the secondary industry

decreases significantly, the industrial structure optimization is

FIGURE 5
Gap between China’s coal consumption and peak value under the optimized development scenario from 2018 to 2035.
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obvious, and the coal consumption intensity of the secondary

industry decreases slightly, the coal utilization efficiency is

slightly improved, and the population growth is small.

OD1 scenario has the highest GDP, proportion of the

secondary industry, coal consumption intensity, and

population, which is slightly different from OD2 and

OD3 scenarios.

3) Enhanced development scenario

SD scenario includes three sub-development scenarios: SD1,

SD2, and SD3. The economic growth and population growth

under the three sub-scenarios remain low, while the industrial

structure and coal consumption intensity are different in

different sub-development scenarios. Under the SD1 scenario,

the industrial structure is industrial and the coal consumption

intensity is low energy-saving; under the SD2 scenario, the

industrial structure is balanced and the coal consumption

intensity is medium energy-saving; under the SD3 scenario,

the industrial structure is service-oriented and the coal

consumption intensity is strong energy-saving. The peak value

of China’s coal consumption under the enhanced development

scenario is shown in Figure 6.

Under the SD development scenario, the coal consumption

peak in the SD1 scenario is the highest, reaching 5.321 billion

tons, followed by the coal consumption peak in the SD2 scenario,

reaching 4.834 billion tons, and the coal consumption peak in the

SD3 scenario is only 4.378 billion tons, far lower than the peak in

SD1 and SD2 scenarios. The coal consumption peak appears

under the SD1 scenario in 2029, the SD2 sub-scenario in 2028,

and the SD3 scenario in 2027. The peak time of coal consumption

in the SD3 scenario is also earlier than that in the SD1 and

SD2 scenarios. For the three sub-scenarios under the SD

scenario, from 2018 to the peak coal consumption, the coal

consumption increased by 21.66%, 12.99%, and 4.62%

respectively, with a smaller and smaller growth rate. In 2035,

coal consumption decreased by 6.60%, 8.67%, and 11.26%

respectively compared with its peak level. It can be seen that

adjusting the speed of industrial structure and coal consumption

intensity under the enhanced development scenario is conducive

to reducing the peak of coal consumption, the early arrival of the

peak of coal consumption, and increasing the decline range of

coal consumption after reaching the peak.

Under the enhanced development scenario, analyze several

main parameters when each sub-scenario reaches the peak of coal

consumption: under the SD1 scenario, the coal consumption

peak will be reached in 2029, with a GDP of 165 trillion CNY, a

proportion of the secondary industry of 37.3%, a coal

consumption intensity of 0.818 in the secondary industry and

a population of 1.45 billion; under the SD2 scenario, the coal

consumption peak will be reached in 2028, with a GDP of

158 trillion CNY, a proportion of 36.3% in the secondary

industry, a coal consumption intensity of 0.796 in the

secondary industry and a population of 1.447 billion; under

the SD3 scenario, the coal consumption peak will be reached

in 2027, with a GDP of 151 trillion CNY, a proportion of 34.7% in

the secondary industry, a coal consumption intensity of 0.774%

in the secondary industry and a population of 1.444 billion.

When the coal consumption peak is reached under the enhanced

development scenario, the GDP of the three sub-scenarios is

relatively low, the proportion of the secondary industry and the

coal consumption intensity are reduced less, the coal utilization

efficiency is improved less, and the population growth is less.

SD1 scenario has the highest GDP, proportion of the secondary

industry, coal consumption intensity, and population, which is

slightly different from SD2 and SD3 scenarios.

FIGURE 6
Gap between China’s coal consumption and peak value under the enhanced development scenario from 2018 to 2035.
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Through the horizontal comparative analysis within the

above three scenarios, we can draw a conclusion: that under

the condition that the economic growth and population growth

remain unchanged, the faster the adjustment speed of industrial

structure and coal consumption intensity, the earlier the peak of

coal consumption occurs, the slower the rise speed before

reaching the peak, the smaller the growth range, and the

faster the decline speed after reaching the peak, the greater

the decline range; faster adjustment speed of industrial

structure and coal consumption intensity. When the total coal

consumption reaches the peak, the smaller the GDP, the lower

the proportion of the secondary industry in the industrial

structure, and the lower the coal consumption intensity of the

secondary industry, the more effective it is to reduce the peak coal

consumption, promote the arrival of the peak coal consumption

in advance, make the industrial structure more reasonable and

the coal utilization efficiency higher.

4) Cross-scenario comparative analysis

1) Comparison of CD1—OD1—SD1.

The industrial structure under the CD1 scenario,

OD1 scenario, and SD1 scenario is industrial, and the coal

consumption intensity is low energy-saving, but the economic

growth and population growth are high under the CD1 scenario;

under the OD1 scenario, economic growth and population

growth are medium; under SD1 scenario, economic growth

and population growth are low. Under the sub-scenarios of

CD1, OD1, and SD1, China’s coal consumption from 2018 to

2035 and the gap from the peak are shown in Figure 7.

It can be seen from the above figure that the sub-scenarios of

coal consumption peak from early to late are the SD1 scenario,

OD1 scenario, and CD1 scenario; the coal consumption peak is

SD1 scenario, OD1 scenario, and CD1 scenario from low to high.

The coal consumption peak under the CD1 scenario is 10.08%

and 19.21% higher than that under the OD1, and SD1 scenarios.

From 2018 to the peak of coal consumption, the growth rate of

coal consumption in the CD1 scenario is the fastest, the

OD1 scenario is the second, and the SD1 scenario is the

slowest. It can be seen that under the condition of

maintaining a low adjustment speed of industrial structure

and coal consumption intensity, the higher the economic

growth and population growth, the higher the peak of coal

consumption, the later the occurrence time of the peak, the

faster the rising speed before the peak, and the greater the growth

range; the slower the rate of decline after reaching the peak, the

smaller the decline range.

Compare several main parameters when the three sub-

scenarios reach the peak of coal consumption: the GDP and

population at the peak of coal consumption in the CD1 scenario

are the highest, and the proportion of secondary industry and

coal consumption intensity of secondary industry is the lowest;

under SD1 scenario, the GDP and population at the peak of coal

consumption are the lowest, and the proportion of secondary

industry and coal consumption intensity of secondary industry is

the highest; OD1 scenario is somewhere in between. Among

them, the GDP difference at the peak of the three sub-scenarios is

obvious. The highest GDP under the CD1 scenario is 23.7 billion

CNY, 21.50% higher than the OD1 scenario and 43.94% higher

than the SD1 scenario; the coal consumption intensity of the

FIGURE 7
Gap between China’s coal consumption and peak value under CD1-OD1-SD1 scenario from 2018 to 2035.
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secondary industry varies greatly. The maximum coal

consumption intensity of the secondary industry in the

SD1 scenario is 0.818, which is 7.92% higher than that in the

OD1 scenario and 17.87% higher than that in the SD1 scenario;

there is little difference between the proportion of the secondary

industry and the population.

2) Comparison of CD2—OD2—SD2

The industrial structure under the CD2 scenario,

OD2 scenario, and SD2 scenario is balanced, and the coal

consumption intensity is medium energy-saving, but the

economic growth and population growth are high under the

CD2 scenario; under the OD2 scenario, economic growth and

population growth are medium; under SD2 scenario, economic

growth and population growth are low. Under the sub-scenarios

of CD2, OD2, and SD2, China’s coal consumption from 2018 to

2035 and the gap from the peak are shown in Figure 8.

It can be seen from the above figure that the sub-scenarios of

coal consumption peak from early to late are the SD2 scenario,

OD2 scenario, and CD2 scenario; the coal consumption peak is

the SD2 scenario, OD2 scenario, and CD2 scenario from low to

high. The coal consumption peak under the CD2 scenario is

9.15% and 17.65% higher than that under OD2 and

SD2 scenarios. From 2018 to the peak of coal consumption,

the growth rate of coal consumption in the SD2 scenario is the

smallest, the OD2 scenario is the second, and the CD2 scenario is

the slowest. It can be seen that under the condition that the

industrial structure and coal consumption intensity maintain a

medium adjustment speed, the higher the economic growth and

population growth, the higher the coal consumption peak, the

later the occurrence time of the peak, and the faster the rise speed

before the peak, and the greater the growth range; the slower the

rate of decline after reaching the peak, the smaller the decline

range.

Compare several main parameters when the three sub-

scenarios reach the peak of coal consumption: the GDP and

population at the peak of coal consumption in the CD2 scenario

are the highest, and the proportion of secondary industry and

coal consumption intensity of secondary industry is the lowest;

under SD2 scenario, the GDP and population at the peak of coal

consumption are the lowest, and the proportion of secondary

industry and coal consumption intensity of secondary industry is

the highest; OD2 scenario is somewhere in between. Among

them, the GDP at the peak of the three sub-scenarios varies

greatly. The highest GDP under the CD2 scenario is 22.5 billion

CNY, 20.81% higher than the OD2 scenario and 42.52% higher

than the SD2 scenario; the coal consumption intensity of the

secondary industry varies greatly. The highest coal consumption

intensity of the secondary industry in the SD2 scenario is 0.796,

which is 7.57% higher than that in the OD2 scenario and 17.75%

higher than that in the SD2 scenario; there is little difference

between the proportion of secondary industry and the number of

population.

3) Comparison of CD3—OD3—SD3

The industrial structure under the CD3 scenario,

OD3 scenario, and SD3 scenario is service-oriented, and the

coal consumption intensity is high energy-saving, but the

economic growth and population growth are high under the

CD3 scenario; under the OD3 scenario, economic growth and

population growth are medium; under SD3 scenario, economic

growth and population growth are low. Under the sub-scenarios

of CD3, OD3, and SD3, China’s coal consumption from 2018 to

2035 and the gap from the peak are shown in Figure 9.

FIGURE 8
Gap between China’s coal consumption and peak value under CD2-OD2-SD2 scenario from 2018 to 2035.
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It can be seen from the above figure that there is little difference

in the coal consumption peak under the scenarios of CD3, OD3, and

SD3, which are 5.084 billion tons, 4.685 billion tons, and

4.378 billion tons respectively; the coal consumption peak under

CD3 scenario is the highest, 8.51% and 13.89% higher than that

under OD3 and SD3 scenarios. The coal consumption peak under

the SD3 scenario appears in 2027, which is significantly later than

2031 and 2029 under CD3 and OD3 scenarios. Under the

SD3 scenario, the growth range before the peak is the smallest,

but the decline range after the peak is the largest, theOD3 scenario is

the second, and the CD3 scenario is the smallest. It can be seen that

under the condition that the industrial structure and coal

consumption intensity maintain a rapid adjustment speed, the

higher the economic growth and population growth, the higher

the peak of coal consumption and the later the occurrence time of

peak; the faster the rise before the peak, the greater the growth range,

especially in the SD3 scenario with the lowest economic growth and

population growth.

Compare several main parameters when the three sub-

scenarios reach the peak of coal consumption: the GDP and

population at the peak of coal consumption in the CD3 scenario

are the highest, and the proportion of secondary industry and

coal consumption intensity of secondary industry is the lowest;

under SD3 scenario, the GDP and population at the peak of coal

consumption are the lowest, and the proportion of secondary

industry and coal consumption intensity of secondary industry is

the highest; OD3 scenario is somewhere in between. Among

them, the GDP at the peak of the three sub-scenarios varies

greatly. The highest GDP under the CD3 scenario is 21.4 billion

CNY, 20.22% higher than the OD3 scenario and 41.22% higher

than the SD3 scenario; the coal consumption intensity of the

secondary industry varies greatly. The highest coal consumption

intensity of the secondary industry in the SD3 scenario is 0.796,

which is 7.80% higher than that in the OD3 scenario and 17.63%

higher than that in the SD3 scenario; there is little difference

between the proportion of secondary industry and the number of

population.

Through the vertical comparative analysis of the above three

sub-scenarios, we can draw a conclusion: that under the

condition that the adjustment speed of industrial structure

and coal consumption intensity remains unchanged, the lower

the economic growth and population growth, the earlier the peak

of coal consumption occurs, the slower the rise before reaching

the peak, the smaller the growth range, and the faster the decline

after reaching the peak, the greater the decline range; the lower

the economic growth and population growth, the lower the GDP

when the total coal consumption reaches the peak, the greater the

proportion of the secondary industry in the industrial structure,

and the higher the coal consumption intensity of the secondary

industry, which can reduce the coal consumption peak to a

certain extent, shorten the time of carbon peak and carbon

neutralization, and reduce the difficulty of carbon neutralization.

4 Conclusion and policy
recommendations

4.1 Conclusions

Through the system dynamics simulation experiment, this

paper obtains the peak value of coal consumption and its

corresponding occurrence time under multi scenarios; under

the constraint of the carbon peak goal and the actual demand

for economic development, it is still possible that China’s coal

FIGURE 9
Gap between China’s coal consumption and peak value under CD3-OD3-SD3 scenario from 2018 to 2035.
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consumption has not reached the peak; the corresponding

economic development level, industrial structure, coal

consumption intensity and population structure under

different scenario peaks before 2030 are clarified. The research

conclusion show that:

1) According to scenario analysis, it is concluded that the peak

time of China’s coal consumption is from 2027 to 2033, and

the peak time of coal consumption is between 4.378 and

6.343 billion tons. Furthermore, this study assumes that

China’s coal consumption has not yet peaked, and it

considers factors such as China’s population, economy,

and industrial structure at this stage. In addition to the

research hypothesis, the context of the study differs from

previous studies, which were all conducted before the

introduction of the “Double Carbon” target. As a result, in

comparison, this study is more pertinent in this new phase of

development and can assist in providing reasonable guidance

to the sector and industry in their development. At the same

time, this study echoes China’s strategic goal of reaching

carbon neutrality by 2030, and it is consistent with the reality

that coal consumption will reach its peak by 2030.

2) Economic growth, industrial structure, coal consumption

intensity, and population growth are discovered to have

varying degrees of influence on the peak value and

occurrence time of coal consumption peak. Economic

growth has the greatest influence on peak coal

consumption, followed by industrial structure and coal

consumption intensity, with population growth having the

least.

3) SD3 development scenario in this study is the optimal

development path for coal consumption in China in the

future. In this scenario, coal consumption will peak in

2027 at 4,378 million tons. If the future energy

consumption trend is close to the SD3 scenario, the

economic growth of society will slow down significantly,

the population growth will slow down, the optimization of

industrial structure will be high, and the coal consumption

intensity will be low.

4) Through scenario setting and experimental simulation, it is

concluded that the peak value of coal consumption is greatly

different according to different development goals and

transformation dynamics. Under the constraints of carbon

peak and occurrence time of coal consumption peak, there are

still many combination modes of coal consumption

peak mode.

4.2 Policy recommendations

Through the prediction of coal peak under various scenarios,

this paper expounds on the economic and industrial models of

different coal consumption states in the future. Facing the

multiple pressures among economic development, energy

supply, and environmental regulation, to ensure the peak of

transformation and the smooth realization of development

objectives, the following suggestions are put forward:

1) Improve the design of the system and set up a loose and tight

market control policy. Improving the political, economic,

cultural, social, and ecological operating systems and

introducing market mechanisms. Improve China’s carbon

trading mechanism and form a reasonable carbon price.

Carbon tax shall be levied in due time according to the

operation of the carbon trading market. Provide systematic

and holistic solutions for economic growth and coal

consumption transformation, and ensure the smooth

progress of economic development and energy

transformation.

2) Stop local governments and enterprises from adopting “One-

Size-Fits-All” energy substitution initiatives in the blind

pursuit of short-term environmental performance. Fully

study the relationship between other influencing factors

and carbon emissions, as well as the differences in

influencing factors between different regions. In particular,

under the current system of power supply and heating

operation, every effort should be made to avoid regional

and seasonal energy shortages arising from the blind

pursuit of coal removal and low carbon.

3) Establish an intelligent and efficient energy system based on

clean energy. Promote energy conservation and efficiency

gains in key energy-consuming industries and equipment,

improve the level of science and technology, and promote the

continuous decline of energy consumption per unit product.

By the development requirements that the proportion of non-

fossil energy consumption will reach about 25% by 2030,

accelerate the improvement of the contribution rate of various

new clean energy sources, and establish an efficient energy

system based on the clean energy system.

4) Guide the whole people to live a Low-carbon life and actively

promote international cooperation. Guide the whole people

to develop a green and Low-carbon lifestyle from the

consumer side, establish a new concept of environmental

protection and Low-carbon, and force the production and

circulation links to adopt consumption reduction. In the face

of global climate change, China should advocate the concept

of joint construction and win-win results, explore the path of

common development, and lead global climate governance

and cooperative action.

5 Limitations

There are some deficiencies in this study, but this is

meaningful, and the research team will solve it in the next

research work. There are many factors affecting coal
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consumption, but this paper does not consider all factors when

building the coal consumption system dynamics model. There

are the following reasons. First, the relationship between different

influencing factors in economic phenomena is complex, and

some of them have little impact on the peak value of coal

consumption. Incorporating these influencing factors into the

dynamic model of coal consumption system will eliminate the

role of important influencing factors; Second, the influence of

some influencing factors on the simulation results of coal

consumption is not easy to measure, such as policy factors.

In future research, researchers can also consider the impact of

price factors and coal supply on coal consumption. There is a

certain deviation between the dynamic model of coal

consumption system in this paper and the existing actual coal

consumption system. Therefore, in future research, it is also

necessary to include more influencing factors of coal

consumption into this model, and further update and improve

the research results through research means such as multi model

prediction and comparison, so as to make the prediction closer to

the actual situation, which can be used to guide the development

of energy system and assist the formulation of environmental

policies.
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